I
I start with a personal note. I had the good fortune to be, first, a student of Dick Goodwin's in the 1950s (in that as a Ph.D student at King's, I went to his lectures on Central planning in India, see , Ch. 11, Goodwin (1983) , Ch. 6), and then his colleague in the 1960s when I first lectured at Cambridge. He and I were Part I examiners in 1965. Richard Kahn was Chairman of examiners and Dick and I had not done all of the very detailed tasks that Richard as a meticulous but demanding chair required of us. Richard was (in)famous for his fierce temper and most people were scared stiff of it; but not Dick. When Kahn telephoned about our misdemeanours, luckily Dick answered the phone and stood by, smiling, occasionally putting in a short response, while Richard screamed down the phone. After a quarter of an hour even Kahn was exhausted so I received barely a scolding when Dick put me on the phone. * I am most grateful to Peter Kriesler and, especially, to Vela for extremely helpful comments on, and corrections of, a draft of this tribute. Maynard Keynes once wrote to Joan Robinson about Richard Kahn that "there never was anyone in the history of the world to whom it was so helpful to submit one's stuff" (C.W., vol XIII, 1973, 422) . Now there are two. (1970) . It contained a fundamental set of principles and Dick's wonderful diagrams. There were many typos but none, Vela assures me, were "remotely crucial". I had wondered whether students could have been put off by them because they did not think their teachers could make mistakes, yet they could not understand the arguments. So there must be other reasons why it tended to remain a closed book to students and the profession alike, perhaps because of the closed minds of some teachers? 2 When I came back to Cambridge in 1982, Dick would often call in to the Faculty in the 1980s and 1990s for a chat, see Goodwin (1997a) , and I had the great pleasure of writing an oral history of him for the series of founding fathers and mothers of post-Keynesianism in the Journal of Post Keynesian Economics, see Harcourt (1985; Sardoni (ed.) (1992) Press. Dick also contributed a profound two page chapter on " Dynamics", Goodwin (1997b), to A "Second Edition" of The General Theory, vol. 1, Harcourt and Riach (eds) (1997) . As with Michal Kalecki, not a word is wasted; the two pages abound with deep insights and incisive sketches of the dynamic processes that underlie the laws of motion of the capitalist mode of production. 3 It was an extraordinary privilege and pleasure to have known and worked with him. 4 So it was with great pleasure that I said 'Yes' to Vela's Dick pondered on the relationship between the cycle and the trend, very quickly coming to the insight that they could not be regarded as separate phenomena, explicable in isolation from each other because the factors responsible for them were largely independent of one another. Rather, they were fused indissolubly, see Goodwin (1953; 1982, 117) 6 One of his insights when tackling these issues is paralleled by a mature view of Joan Robinson's, to wit, that at least at the level of the economy as a whole, the short period relates to a point in time, "a moment in a stream of time … a state of affairs, [an] adjective not a substantive" Joan Robinson (1971, 17-18) . Tom Asimakopulos was highly critical of this but I have come more and more to think that it has much to commend it.
I was one of the readers for Cambridge University Press for Dick's book of his lectures to Prelims, Elementary Economics from the Higher Standpoint
. In my favourite Goodwin article on these issues, Goodwin (1953; , published in a rather obscure and now defunct journal, The Yorkshire Bulletin of Economic and Social Research, he set out his views and reasons in elegant, succinct and wise prose. In the article the contributions of Marshall, Keynes and Schumpeter figure prominently but as a Twentieth Century eclectic, see Harcourt (1985; Sardoni (ed.), 1992) , the influence of Marx, Harrod and Domar are also present. 7 In Dick's chapter in Harcourt and Riach (eds) (1997), he sets out arguments which lead to a similar conclusion.
"Writing in the 1930s Keynes was … not much concerned with change or growth in discussing the short -or medium -run behaviour of the economy …
The economy was so depressed that for a decade it showed little technological progress or growth … not unnatural for Keynes to use a statical view of analysis.
[Keynes] adopted … the multiplier from his pupil and friend Richard
Kahn. In Keynes this became a single number which could be used to estimate the effect of a change in the public budget … [A]s formulated by Kahn, it was a dynamic, temporal sequence asymptotic to a final equilibrium, approached … after a considerable time lag. If … there is a continuing variation in the government deficits or surpluses, … each time period initiates a different magnitude of successive multiplier effects on income and demand …[A]t any one time the economy is subject to a large number of different stimuli in various states of decay. The sum of all these coexisting diminishing effects will be, for any particular historical stretch, a highly complicated, irregular time series." Goodwin (1997b, 162) .
Keynes too was very much aware of these puzzles. Witness the passages in The General Theory in which he discusses the characteristics of the longperiod level of employment. Thus, when writing that "[a]n uninterrupted process of transition … to a new long-period position can be complicated in detail", he adds "But the actual course of events is more complicated still. For the state of expectation is liable to constant change, a new expectation being superimposed long before the previous change has fully worked itself out …
[T]he economic machine is occupied at any given time with a number of overlapping activities, the existence of which is due to various past states of expectation". Keynes (1936, 50) .
Earlier on he had written "that, although expectation may change so frequently that the actual level of employment has never had time to reach the long-period employment corresponding to the existing state of expectation, nevertheless every state of expectation has its definite corresponding level of long-period employment" (48).
Dick's most influential statement of his mature views on these issues is his extraordinary contribution to Maurice Dobb's Festschrift (Feinstein (ed.) (1967)), "A growth cycle," Goodwin (1967) . There, he applied the analysis of the Volterra prey-predator model whereby the analogy of "the symbiosis of two populations -partly complementary, partly hostile -is helpful in understanding … the dynamical contradictions of capitalism … especially when stated in a … Marxian form". Goodwin (1967; 1982, 167) . In Dick's model it is the corresponding relationships between capitalists and workers, profits and wages, that bring about a growth cycle, alternative periods of fast and slow rates of growth.
In 
III
Dick starts with the astute observation that " [N] o problem in economics is more difficult than the one posed by the almost universal evidence that while capitalist economies grow, they do not expand steadily … they sometimes advance rapidly but at other times they stagnate or decline." Goodwin (1953; 1982, 112 For Dick it is the province of economic historians, to whom the task has been relegated, to discuss historical trends. He concentrates on the theories of it.
He starts with the classical economists whom he interprets as working out the In them decomposition is "purely descriptive". time "to produce capital goods, the future would have to be foreseen perfectly to have the capital accumulated in a quantity exactly to match output" (114).
Moreover, once an error is made attempts to get back into adjustment "will only lead to further displacement from the proper adjustment" (114).
Dick documents the "apparently striking verification" of the theory in Kuznet's data for the USA over a hundred year period. The data show an average saving ratio of 10 per cent and a capitaloutput ratio of about 3 to 1 which when "applied to the Harrod formula by
Professor Domar" gave a predicted rate of growth just above 3 per cent per annum (114).
In his 1950 book on the trade cycle Hicks made a slight modification to meet this puzzle; he made investment depend on already realised sales. But despite what Hicks argued (through having the economy bouncing back and forth between a ceiling and a floor), in fact he had produced a theory of the cycle from which all growth elements had disappeared. Hicks obscured this by having an unexplained trend in autonomous investment, with no theory as to why the ceiling and floor should be rising and no use for autonomous investment anyway, as induced investment in Hicks's model provides all the capital that is anticipated to be needed.
While it is difficult to provide a simple theory, Dick always thought Schumpeter was right that "a vigorous boom" generates the trend and "the leap forward into new levels of output … governs the subsequent slump" (115). So Dick's aim was to sketch "a theory which will unite the two aspects". Increased outlays increase demand and "then … increased output or supply." (115) This essential time structure of capitalism makes "smooth progress so difficult", as Dick notes M. Aftalion "pointed out long ago … [We] get buoyant markets followed by dislocation and transitional stagnation" (115).
Dick's is a model in which is fused "indissolubly the cycle and the trend,
[a theory which] is parallel to but not the same as Schumpeter's, in that it is the boom which generates the trend, and one cannot discuss the one without the other.
[Moreover] when output is falling it is falling ... all that there is to say … no such thing as a trend factor which continues to rise right through the depression" (117). He also matched the illuminations contained in his multiplier as matrix models, Goodwin (1949 , all reprinted in Goodwin 1983 , to his understanding of production interdependent models. As we argued above, Marx did not assume Say's Law and Dick certainly did not once he developed his 1967 paper into more embracing models.
In the Epilogue to his 1987 book with Punzo, having expressed his admiration for von Neuman, he explained why von Neuman's "magisterial theory of steady-state growth [which had] dominated much of economic thinking since the end of the last war", Goodwin and Punzo (1987, 158) , must nevertheless be rejected. It had little to no application to a system which "generates chaotic sequences". There then follows a superb précis of the mature Goodwin "vision" and a succinct explanation of the rise of neo-liberalism.
"When an innovation becomes important enough to have a significant impact on the general 'state of trade', many players increase their investment demand, which only furthers the boom, leading to a self-reinforcing upward instability in the system. The result is an unmaintainable rate of growth which will initially be slowed down by the capacity limits of the investment trades.
This gently darkens the future horizon, leading to lowered individual projections and hence to investment outlays. There ensues the tragic, interdependent, downward pursuit curve -with each producer cutting his outlay, which only reduces the demand and outlay of others, and so on down.
Thus the economy first grows too fast and then too slow. These endogenous bifurcations are reinforced by the parallel evolution of labour markets. As unemployment is reduced, accompanied by a rise in profits from fuller employment of capacity, both money and real wages rise owing to the tightness of the labour market and the vulnerability of profits. Thus, not only do the prospects for investment worsen, but the reasons for investing weaken and the means for investing are squeezed.
As Barone pointed out long ago 18 , the enormous number of players and equations makes calculation infeasible. 19 Therein lies one of the central dilemmas of our world. The only way out of the irrational, highly sub-optimal, behaviour of capitalism is central planning with optimal control. However, owing to the ever-increasing complexity of interdependence of the modern world, such a procedure is either impossible or so crude as to be undesirable.
The Keynesian type of compensatory control has also been found unsatisfactory. Disillusion with control has led to a nostalgia for the golden age of laissez-faire and to a desire to dismantle state intervention designed to moderate the anarchy of decentralized n-person games." Goodwin and Punzo (1987, 159) .
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